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ABSTRACT.  We give here some of the basic properties of the classes  ¡4>^|,

{♦  !,  - 1 < r < 1,   of dilation operators acting in rearrangement-invariant spaces

I on the circle    It is shown that to each space   3E there correspond two numbers

i, V,  called indices, which satisfy  0 < r¡ < g < 1;  these numbers represent the

rate of growth or decay of   ||* ||   as  r — + 1.

By using the operators   +   to obtain estimates for certain averaging oper-

ators  A   ,   we are able to show that the indices  (rf,  77) coincide with the Boyd

indices (a., /3).   As a consequence, we obtain a Marcinkiewicz-type interpolation

theorem for rearrangement-invariant spaces on the circle.

1.   Introduction.   Using the device of mapping functions / onto their nonin-

creasing rearrangements /   , Luxemburg [12] has shown that the study of rear-

rangement-invariant spaces over arbitrary measure spaces reduces to that of rear-

rangement-invariant spaces defined on an interval or half-line.   Thus most of the

interpolation theorems for these spaces are framed in terms of the nonincreasing

rearrangements /    (cf. [4], [6], [7], [9], [lO], [14]).   Typically, such a theorem

would state that a rearrangement-invariant space satisfies some interpolation

property if certain restrictions are met on the norms  \\E   ¡|  of the dilation operators

E     (defined by E   /   (t) = f   (st)).   For example, Boyd [6] gave necessary and suf-

ficient conditions on the indices  a, ß (the "rates of growth" of  \\E  || as  s —»

0 and  s —> <x¡) in order that a Marcinkiewicz-type theorem be valid.

The main purpose of this paper is to characterize interpolation properties of

rearrangement-invariant spaces  X  on the circle in terms of growth conditions on

certain operators which act directly on the functions in  X and not on their non-

increasing rearrangements; the operators involved are the dilation operators 0 ,

^t introduced by the author in [l].   This enables us to apply the operators 0

and  W^ in  other directions (for instance, to obtain estimates for integral averag-

ing operators as in [l], [2], [3]) while at the same time knowing something of the

interpolation properties of the space  X.   Sharper versions of theorems in [l]

result but these will be announced elsewhere.

In §2, we summarize some of the more important results on rearrangement-
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invariant spaces and §§3, 4 are concerned with the basic properties of the oper-

ators $ , Ç .   Most of these results (in somewhat weaker form) appeared in [l]

but the construction of the indices (§3) and their characterization in terms of the

operators ¥   (Theorem 4.5) are new.   It is shown in §5 that the question of

boundedness for the averaging operators A     can be answered in terms of the

indices <f, 7? (Theorem 5.6).   It is then fairly easy to see that the indices coincide

with the Boyd indices  a, ß (Theorem 6.2).   As a result, we obtain an interpolation

theorem (Theorem 6.3) for weak type operators acting on rearrangement-invariant

spaces on  T.

2.   Rearrangement-invariant spaces.   Let  T be the unit circle  T = \el  :

0 < 6 < 2tt\ with Lebesgue measure dt; we shall frequently write dm = (l/27r)dt

so that TTz(T) = 1.   M and f denote respectively the classes of m-measurable

and nonnegative m-measurable functions on T.   The symbol Xp wiU he reserved

for the characteristic function of a subset E of T.

The following notions of function norm, etc., are due to Luxemburg ([ll],

[12]); see also [4], [6].   A function norm p: J —> [0, oo] is a mapping which sat-

isfies the following conditions for all /, g, fn in J   and all constants À > 0:

(2.1) p(f)= 0 ~/=0 a.e.,

(2.2) p(\f) = \p(f),

(2.3) p(f + g) < p(f) + p(g),
(2.4) f<g a.e. =* p(f) < p(g),

(2.5) p(D= 1,

(2.6) il/2n)fln f(t)dt = fT fdm < const p(f),
(2.7) fnlfa.e.  => ¡lifn) ] p(f).

When functions differing only on a set of measure zero are identified, the set

X = L^, consisting of all functions / £ ni for which p(\f\) < °°, is a Banach space

under the norm  ||/||    = p(\f\), f £ X.   Such a space  X is called a Banach function

space; it is immediate from the definition (2.1), • • • , (2.7) that L°° ClCL1

(and each inclusion is continuous).

We define the distribution function D.: [0, °°) —> [O, l] of a measurable

function / by

Df(y) = m\d:\f(d)\>y\,      0 < y < ~

(where we have written f(d) instead of f(el ) to economize on notation). The

nonincreasing rearrangement f* of / e L1 is the function /*: [O, l] —> [O, oo]

defined by

f *(t) = inf \y: Df(y)<t\,       0<t<l.

Two functions / and g with D. = D    are called equimeasurable and we write
/        g

f "" g.   A Banach function space is rearrangement-invariant if, along with /,  it
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contains every function on  T  equimeasurable with /;  by an equivalent renorming

we may (and shall) assume that the norm in a rearrangement-invariant space  X

satisfies (cf. [12])

(2-8> /~«-,l/llj =l|g||j,      f.gel.

In particular, translation in X is an isometry.

A function f on T will be called bell-shaped if it is nonnegative, nonincreasing

on  [0, 77] and /(- 9) = fid),  0 < 6 < tt.   The bell-shaped rearrangement of / is,

by definition, the bell-shaped function /     equal to f\d/n) on [O, 77].   It is clear

that  /"   is   equimeasurable with both / and /   ;  hence   ||/"||     = ||/||    •

The associate space  X    of X is again a rearrangement-invariant space; its

norm is defined by

(2.9) ¡«Hj.   =  supK/, g): (/H, < 11,       g £ I',

where    (/, g) = ffgdm.

Lorentz (unpublished) and Luxemburg ([ll], [12]) showed independently that

X    = (X  )   = X  so that it follows from (2.9) that

(2.10) ll/||j = sup{</.«): ||«||j,<ll,      /eX.

In terms of bell-shaped rearrangements, we have (cf. [12, Theorem 11.9])

(2.11) ||«||j, =sup{</Ä. g#): ||/||S<11,        gel',

(2.12) |]/||j = supK/#. g"):  ||g||j»<l!,      fe X.

One consequence of the expressions (2.9), ■ ■ • , (2.12) is the Holder inequality

(2.13) <|/U«|> <</*.«*)< 11/11, l|«||j.,      /eX,geX\

which we shall use frequently.

We conclude this section by stating Caldero'n's interpolation theorem [7].

Recall that an operator 5 is of strong type ip, q) if 5 maps Lp continuously

into  Lq.

Theorem 2.1   (Calderón).   Let  X be a rearrangement-invariant space on the

circle.   If S is a linear operator of strong types (1, 1) and (<*>, <x¡) iwith norms not

exceeding  1)   then S maps  X continuously into itself (with norm not exceeding I).

Corollary 2.2.   (a)  X  z's a module over L    via convolution and \\f *p||    <

11/lljllgllp/eX, geL1. X~
(b)   X  is a module over L°° via pointwise multiplication and  \\fg\\     <

H/iyislU/e^geL-
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3.   The operators $ .   For each  r,  - 1 < r < 1,   let cp    be the linear fractional

transformation

(3.1) <pTieiâ) = (e'6 - r)/(l - reid),       eid  £ T.

Each mapping </>   is a continuous, one-to-one mapping of T onto itself

leaving - 1  and  1  fixed.   Under the operation of composition, the mappings </>

form a group, the identity being the identity mapping cpQ and the inverse of </>

being  cp"_ .   Consequently, each operator  O   defined by

(3.2) i<$Tf)ieie) = ifocp)ieie) = ficpye)),       eiQ £ T,

is an automorphism of the measurable functions M.   When  e1   4 ±1, we see from

(3.1) that

lim   <ß(ei0) = l,       lim ci (e,Ô) = -l,
T~-l      T r-1       r

so if / is continuous and  el    4- ± 1,  we have

lim   (<D/)(e¿0) = /(l),        lim  (<t>J)(ei0) = f (-l).
r-> - 1 r— 1

This last property exhibits the   "dilation"  behavior of <I> .

The usual dilation operators  E  , 0 < s < o», for the line are defined by

(3.3) (EJ)(t) = f(st),      -oo<r<<x,.

. n "ft        / • Ñ
Since, under the usual mapping el   —►   z'(l - el  )/(l + el ) of the circle onto the

(extended) real line, $   corresponds to E  , s = (l + r)/(l - r), it is perhaps not

surprising that <$   can be used in many situations for the circle where E    would

be used for the line.

In the next proposition we list without proof some simple properties of the

operators  <$ .   For each r, — 1 < r < 1,   P    will denote the Poisson kernel

PriO) = (1 - r2)/(l - 2r cos 6 + r2),       eiB £ T.

Proposition 3.1.  (a)   The operators <ï>   form a group and

(3.4) $r<I>s = (ï^,       t = ir + s)/il + rs),       - 1 < T, s < 1.

' Ñ it
(b) For each  r,  - 1 < r < 1,   the change of variable <f¡ {el  ) = e     gives

(3-5)      T- ST®rfwde=4- rrw r(z)^ 'e w-
2t7   ^ u       ' 2n J 0 ~r

(c) For eac¿  r,  - 1 < r < 1,

(3.6) *r(l + cos 0) = ((l-r)/(l + r))(l + cos 0)Pr(0),       e!'0 e T.
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Our next result shows, roughly speaking, that the "amount of stretching"
.a

effected by $ , - 1 < r < 0, is greatest near the point el   =1.

Proposition 3.2.   For every integrable function j on  T and - 1 < r < 0,

(3.7) ti>rf)» <*T(f»)

(where  /"   is the bell-shaped rearrangement of f  as in §2).

Proof.   First, let us establish (3.7)   when / is the characteristic function x

of some measurable subset E of  T.   Denote by  E    the set of points where x

> 0.   Clearly t?z(E) = m(E  ).   Now using a change of variable as in (3.5) we have

m\6: ($rX)(0)>Ol= fTi<&rx)id)dmid)= fT X i<f>T iei0))dm(6)

= fT x(0P_f(«V«(i) = fE P_it)dt

<    f     P    it)dt = m\d: $ (v")(o)>0l.
JpU T r

It follows that  i$rx)U < $r(x" '•

If now / is a nonnegative simple function on  T then [12, Lemma 8.1] / can

be written in the form /= 2"      ^ uXi wnere C, > 0, Xu is the characteristic

function of a measurable set  E,   and E, D E, 3 • ••D E  .   As a result we have
k 1 2 n

/* = S Cze*zV   But $r is linear and so "V = 2 Cfe$rXlfe;  since O^ > ®TX2 >

••■ > ®rXn " follows again from [l2, Lemma 8.l] that ÍQJ)" = 1 C^($ xk)H-

Combining all these facts and using the first   part of the proof we deduce that

(3.8)    (V)"=I^y/<ICt$(v/=$r(): Ckxl) =0, (/«).

This establishes (3.7) for / simple and nonnegative.

When / is an arbitrary nonnegative integrable function on   T,  there is a se-

quence of nonnegative simple functions  f    on  T such that  f   \  f a.e.   It is not
tt ' n     '

hard to see (via the montone convergence theorem, for instance) that /" Î /H  and

hence that SHi/*) Î <&f(/#).   In exactly the same way,  1$,/  ! is a sequence of

simple functions converging  a.e.  to  $ / and so ($ /)"!($ f)" a.e.   Hence by

(3.8),

(<Dr/r=   lim  i<S>TfnY <   lim   *'(/*) = $(/").

Finally the restriction that / be nonnegative is removed by observing that f =

Now let us consider the action of $r on various rearrangement-invariant

spaces.   When $r is a bounded operator from a Banach space X into itself we
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shall denote by oAr) the operator norm of <£ ;  when  X = L^,  I < p < <x, we shall

write a (r) fot a,p(r).

Proposition 3.3.   (a)   <$    is an automorphism of L    and

(3.9) o-1(r) = (l+|r|)/(l-|r|),      - 1< r < I.

(b) $    is an (isometric) automorphism of L°° and

(3.10) aJr)=1>       -Kr<l.

(c) <5   is an automorphism of every rearrangement-invariant space X and

(3.11) atir)<(l+\T\)/il-\T\),      -Kr<l.

Proof,   (a)   Using (3.5) we have

a1(r) = supi||<pi/||1: ||/||, < 1} = sup {f *ri\f\)dm: H/fl^l}

= sup |J|/ |P_rdm: H/llj <l|   = ||P_rL = (1 + |r|)/(l- |r|).

(b) The second part is obvious in view of the definition (3.2) of <D .

(c) The third part follows from parts (a) and (b) and Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 3.4.   For each rearrangement-invariant space  X,  the limit

log o-f(r)

(3.12) £ = £(*)= liira
r- 1    log (U + r)/(l - r))

exists and satisfies

(3.13) 0<f<l.

Proof.   If$    =$      ,    ,-oo<¿<oo    then (3.4) can be rewritten in the form
t tanh t

<£        =$<!>, -cx><s,î< °o.   Writing  crAt) fot the operator norm of $  ,  we

deduce that the function g(t) = log o^U) is subadditive and hence  [8, p. 244]

that the limit £ = Urn    rx,g(t)/2t exists.   The change of variable r = tanh t now

produces (3.12).

That <f does not exceed  1  is immediate from (3.11) and (3.12).   Furthermore,

it is easy to see that $ (l) = 1  implies  cr_(r) > 1.   It follows that £ > 0 and the

proof is complete.

The number ^(X) defined by (3-12) is called the upper index of X.   When no

confusion can arise we shall write ç     instead of <f(X ), where X    is the

associate space of X.   The lower index of X is, by definition, the number

(3.14) r? = W.

It is clear that

(3.15) 0<T7,f<l;
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in fact, we shall prove in §4 that 77 < f, hence justifying our terminology.

4.   The operators f .   We remarked in §3 that there is a natural correspondence

between the operators $   on the circle and the operators  Es on the line.   How-

ever, many of the functions occuring in harmonic analysis vanish (in some sense)

at infinity, whereas, on the circle, functions will not in general vanish at the

point  el   - - 1.   Consequently, the operators  W   defined by

(4.1) fr/ = *r[M(l + cos) •/],(!) -Kr<l,

are more important in the applications than the $   (cf. [l], [2], [3]); the factor

%(l + cos) is built in simply to provide / with a "zero" at the point e'   = - 1.

When f   isa bounded operator on a Banach space  X into itself we denote by

pAr) the operator norm of W ;  hete again we write  pAr) fot p   pir).

Our main objective (Theorem 4.5) in this section is to show that the indices

Ç, r] can be defined in terms of pAx) without reference to the associate space.

Proposition 4.1.   (a)   ¥   ¿5 a bounded operator on  L1   and

(4.2) Pl(r)=(l-r)/(l + r),        - K r < 1.

(b) W    is a bounded operator on L°° and

(4.3) f»„W = l.      -Kr<l.

(c) W is a bounded operator on any rearrangement-invariant space  X and

(4.4) Pï(r)<max(l,(l-r)/(l + r)),        -l<r<l.

Proof. Part (a) follows from (b), the next proposition and the fact that  L1 =

a00)'.

To prove (b), observe that

p» = supi||Wr/L:||/||oo<lS = sup!||rDr[^(i+cos)./]||oû:||/||oo<lS.

But  <S>    is an isometry on   L°°  (Proposition 3.4 (b)) so

Po» = sup ¡||^(1 +cos)-/11^: ||/L<li = l.

Part (c) follows from (a), (b) and Theorem 2.1.

Our next result shows that the operators  W    on  X  and on X'   are intimately

related.

Proposition 4.2.   Ler' X be a rearrangement-invariant space on T and X'

its associate space.   Then

(4l5) Pj (r) = ((1 - r)/(l -r r))p¡A-r),       - 1< r < 1.

(')   (1  +cos) ■/ denotes the function  t—> (1  + cos t)f(t).
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Proof.   From (2.10), for any / £ X,

(4.6) IIVIIi=supi<V'S):llz§l!j-<ll.

But using successively (4.1), (3-6) and (3.5), we deduce that

<V'*>   =   <vV)^r(l + COs),g>

= ((1 - r)/(l + r)){PTQrf. VAl + cos) • g) = ((1 - r)/(l + r))(f, W_rg)

and hence, from (2.13), that

(4.7) <«PJ/I,|g|>  < (U - r)/(l + r))Py..i- r)||/||j||g||s,.

Thus, (4.6) and (4.7) together show that

Wrf\\l<^~r)/il + r))P).li-r)\\f\\j.,       f £ X,

which, in turn, proves that

(4.8) p (r) < ((1 - r)/(l + r))ps ,(-r),       - 1< r < 1.

Replacing  X by   X ' and r by - r in (4.8) we find that p j(( - r) < ((1 + r)/(l - r))

• pjf), and this estimate, together with (4.8), yields the desired result (4.5).   The

proof of Proposition 4.2 (and hence of 4.1 (a)) is now complete.

Our next two results illustrate the effect of the factor ]4il + cos) occurring

in the definition (4.1) of f :   When  0 < r < 1, W   is always a contraction but,

when - 1 < r < 0,  W    has the same "rate of growth" as   $ .

Proposition 4.3.   When  0 < r < 1,  we have

(4.9) P^)<l<Psi-r)

and, moreover,

(4.10) P,WPj(-'')>l-

Proof,   The first inequality in (4.9) follows directly from (4.4).   To establish

the second half, fix  r with  0 < r < 1   and let  e > 0 be arbitrary.   There exists

8 = 8(e) > 0 such that M(l + cos) • yg > (1 -1) Xs where Xs Ls tne characteristic

function of the set Eg = \eld: \6\ < 8\.   Since <£_    "stretches" the set Eg when

r > 0,  it follows that

and hence that  ||vI'_rXsllv ̂  d ~ ^llxll» •   ^ut tnis implies that p A- r) > 1— e.

We now use the fact that e > 0   is arbitrary and (4.9) is established.

A similar argument is used to prove (4.10).   Observe that

¥rW_r/] = ^(1 + cos) • /*r0áÜ + cos)).
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But  /^(l + cos) • $ (M(l + cos)) is continuous and equal to  1  when 6=0.   Hence,

in the same way as before, we can find, for each  e > 0,  a characteristic function

X such that  I*P pP_ y]|L > (l - t)|!xllv-   This implies that the operator norm

||W W_  ||   is not less than  1   and hence that p^ir)pA- r) > H*? *P     || > 1, as required.

Proposition 4.4.   For each r, 0 < r < 1,

(4.11) pli-r)<aïi-r)<4psi-r).

Proof. The first half of (4.11) is obvious in view of the definition (4.1) of

W . To establish the second inequality we need to consider the characteristic

functions  Xp  °f tne set \e    ■ |$| < tr/2\ and  v„ of the set  F = t\e.

For any function / £ X it is clear that  |/|Xp < (l + cos) • |/lxp-   Hence

(4.12) ||*_r(/Xß)||j <2||«P_r(/xE)||j<2Pl(-r)||/||r      -l<r<l.

On the other hand, if 5 = 5(77) is the operation of translation through el7T,  it

is easy to see that  <£      = S<& S.   T3ut then
' —rr

^.r(fxF) = ̂ rs)ifxF) = s<t>r[isf)xEl

so by (4.12)

(4.13) \\^_rifxF\  = W[(S/)xe]|Iï = ¡WWII, <2p,(r)||/||I,

because  5 is an isometry on  X.

Now if / is any function in X and 0 < r < 1 we can use (4.12), (4.13) and

(4.9) to deduce that

11*-/II, = ll*_,(frB +fxP\ < ll*_r(frB)||, + ll*_r(/xF)llj

<2(p,(r) + p,(-r))||/||, <4p,(-r)H/||,

and hence that  ffj(- r) < 4p,(- r),  0 < r < 1.   This completes the proof.

It would be of interest'to know whether, in fact,  p _(- r) is equal to

Cxi- A, 0 <r < 1.

Theorem 4.5.   Lez" X  be a re arrange ment-invariant space on  T with indices

ç, 77 defined as in §3.   Then

log p_(- r)

(4.14) f=lim  -Î-Î-Ï-
r-1   log ((1 + r)/(l - 7))

and

(4.15) ,= ljm       l0g^(r)_.

r-1   log ((1 - r)/H + r))
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Moreover, the indices satisfy

(4.16) 0<7><£<1

and

(4.17) f'=l-T/,       r,' = l-£.

Proof.   The equation (4.14) follows from (3.12) and (4. 11), and (4.15) is im-

mediate from (3.14), (4.5) and (4.14).   In view of (3.15), to establish (4.16) we

need only show that 7/ < /;; this follows directly from (4.10).   Finally, the

equalities (4.17) are consequences of the definition (3.14).

5.   The averaging operators A   .   For each y, 0<y<l,  set

(tan t/2)~y P (tan s/2)y~lf(s)ds,       0 < t < rr/2,
J 0

(5.1)        (Ayf)(t)
i(tan//2rrJ'o(tan

(O,        T7/2 < t <2rr.

A   f,  extended by periodicty, is a function on  T and we shall be interested in

estimating the norm of the operator A    : / —> A   /.

Theorem 5.1.    Let X be a re arrangement-invariant space on T with upper

index ç.   If ç < y < 1,  then A     is a bounded linear operator from X into itself.

Proof.   When 0 < t < rr/2, we have from (5.1)

(Ayf)(t) = (tan t/2)~y J^ (tan 0/2 P"1/(0W0.

Keeping t fixed, we make the change of .variable  elt = cp (el°),  0 < r < 1;   it is

not difficult to check that

(5.2) dB = (4/(1 + r)2)tan (t/2) ■ W     (l)dr
— r

and that

(5.3) $r (tan t/2) = ((1 + r)/(l - r))tan t/2.

Thus

(5.4) (A    /)(/)= j1—~(~-Y"1®     f)(t)dr,       0<t<n/2,
J ° (I + r)2 M + r I r

(4P0(l-T)y-\i-r)dr)\\f\\i.

and so

Mr/llj<

Hence, to prove the theorem, we need only show that

(5.5) PQ(l-r)-y-lp^(-r)dr<^.

Now rf < y by hypothesis and so, for some sufficiently small e > 0, we also
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have f + t < y.   But in view of (4.14), there exists  R = R(c),  0 < R < 1,  such that

whenever  R < r < 1,

log Pj(- r) < (£+ e)log ((1 + r)/(l - r)),

i.e. pj(-r)<((l +r)/(l - r))£ +e < 2^ + i(l - r)-^ +e) < 2(1 - r)-{^ +(\  Consequently,

il (1 - r>r"V£(- ')* < 2 ß a - r)^-^+f)-l ¿r < »

because <f + £ < y.   Since the integrand is bounded over   [O, R], this establishes

(5.5) and hence completes the proof.

Our immediate aim (Theorem 5.6) is to establish the converse of Theorem

5.1 and this will be achieved in our next series of propositions.   The proofs are,

apart from a greater  degree of technical difficulty, essentially those of Boyd

([4], [5], [6]).   But first we need a lemma.

Lemma 5.2.   For each r,  0 < r < 1,

(5.6) Px(-r)=    sup sup        (<P     if"),g").
*        ll/ll^i IU!V*i     ~r

Proof.   The function (l + cos) is bell-shaped so, if 0 < t < n, it follows

from [12, p. 110] that

J"'0 [(1 + cos) -ß*ds< pQ(l + cos)« f n ds = J"^ (1 + cos) .f»ds,        f £ X.

But, if g £ X  , then $ (g  )P    is decreasing on  [O, 77] so by a well-known theorem

of Hardy [12, p 94] we have

J" [(1+cos) •/]"<!> (g#)Pr¿s< ]"*(! +cos) ./»$r({»)P¿.

By symmetry, the same is true for the lower semicircle so these results combine

to give

([(1 + cos) • /]",<Dr(g#)Pr> < ((1+cos) .f",<l>Tig*)Pr).

Now this last estimate, together with Proposition 3-2, shows that

((^rf)\g#) =  ((<D_r[^(l+cos)./])#,g#)

< <<D_r[^ (1+COS )./]*,£»)

= ([^(l + cos)./]w,<Dr(g#)Pr)    (cf. (3.5))

< MIX + cos) . /», <Dr(g")Pr) = (¥_,(/»), gn).

Hence from (2.12),

PI(-r)=    sup      \\V_rf\\s=      sup sup        (Or^/y.g")

\\f\\X^ ll/||j<l    ||i||j.<l

<     sup sup (V_r(fU),g").

H/lljH  Il s II j <¿1
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To obtain the reverse inequality, we note by (2.13) that the right-hand side

of (5.6) does not exceed p,(- r) because   ||/# ^ = ||/llj   and   flg»^, =||g||,,.

Proposition 5.3.    The nth iterate of A      is given by

/ (tan t/2)-yj\^tan^-'-i- (2 log (±1* )T~W,
I J u (.72 — 1 )! \ \sin s/2 //

{5J)   (Anyf)(t)=\ 0<t <n/2,

\ 0,       tz/2 < > <2?7.

Proof.   The proof is by induction on 77 and is straightforward so we omit it.

See [5, Lemma 2] for a similar argument.

Proposition 5.4.   Let  X  be a rearrangement-invariant space on T and suppose

that  A     is a bounded operator on X ¡or some y, 0 < y < 1.   Then, for all suf-

ficiently small e > 0, A is a bounded operator on X.

Proof.   (Cf. [5, pp. 22—24].)   Choose any real number À > 0 such that  l/A

exceeds the spectral radius of A       Then [13, Chapter l] (/ - XA   ) is invertible

and

(/-AAr)-1=  £A"A».
n = 0

Thus, if / £ X,  we have from (5.7), for  0 < t < 77/2,

00

Ayil-XAy)-lfit)=  £A"(A^7)(/)
tz = 0

= ¿Z A"(tan t/2Yy f ' (tan V2F"1-(2 log ̂LÍC ) /(s)ds
(5.8) «=0 J ° "! ^ sins/2/

= (tan i/2)-y f (tan ,^)W^?Y*/(s)<fe
J ° \sin s/2/

= (tan //2)2X_r(cos t/2)2X f (tan s/2r~2X_1(cos s/2)~2A/(s)rfs.

We further restrict the choice of  A by here requiring that 2A < y.   Let us now

estimate the operator norm  ||A      2xll«fï) °^ ^y-2X   on ^"   Since   My_2x^l -

A        .(|/|) we need only consider nonnegative functions / £ X.   Using (5.7) and

the fact that cos t/2 > l/2 on  [O, 77/2] we deduce from (5.8) that

iAy^2Xf)it) = itan t/2V-2X^itan s/2)y-2X-Xfis)ds

<2Ayil-XAy)-lfit),       0</<77/2.
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But  A      and  (/ - ÀA   )       are bounded operators on   X  so

My-ax/liS2lAyl»<i)li,-AAy>"llf(i)Vli

and it follows that

l^y-2AllS(l)á2l^yllS(3t)iK/-^y)-IllS(3E,<-

This completes the proof.

Proposition 5.5.   Let X be a rearrangement-invariant space on T.   Then if

0<r < 1,  0 < y < 1,

(5.9) Pi(_r)<^l-l)"r||Ar||9(I).

Proof.   From (5.4) we have, for 0 < r < 77/2,

{A    f)U)=   (*       <     (IzlV-1»   Tf)(t)dr
7 J°(l + r)2\l + '/

which, under the change of variable s = (l - r)/(l + r), becomes

(5.10) W„/)(*) =   f^s7-1«'  f)it)ds,      0<t<n/2,
Ï "JO Ä

where f^ - ?_f, 5 = (l - r)/(l + r).   Now if / e X, g £ X ', ( ¥^(/*), g" ) is

decreasing in 5 so

277

1      f277~"2T

by Fubini's theorem.   Hence from (5.10) and (2.13)

<¥'(/*),«*>J*r= ± Ç2n(A^(f»))(8)gHe)d8
A y 2t7 j 0      /

= Mr(/#),g#)<^rll!B(ï)ll/llïl|g|lI..

Taking suprema, first over all g £ X     with   ||g|L;  < 1  and then over all / £ X

with  ll/llj < 1, we deduce from Lemma 5.2 that Pj(- r)2/y((l - r)/(l + r))r <

My ll«(3f)-   Thus (5.9) is established and the proof is complete.

Theorem 5.6. Let X be a rearrangement-invariant space on T with upper

index rf < 1 and suppose that 0 < y < 1. Then A is a bounded operator on X

if and only if y > f.

Proof. Suppose that A is bounded on X for some y, 0 < y < 1. By Prop-

osition 5.4, there is a number e > 0 such that A also is bounded on X. But

then by Proposition 5.5,
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'.«-'>* rr(îT-;r,""'«»s,,-,(1iT7r
so we deduce from (4.14) that

log p{- r)

f = um -~r,-Ix <y-e<y,
r-1 log ((1 + r)/(l - r)) -

as required.   The converse result was established in Theorem 5.1 so the proof of

Theorem 5.6 is complete.

6.   An interpolation theorem.   Let t be the mapping of [0, 2t7] onto T defined

by rid) = e    , 0 < 6 < 2tt.   When  X is a rearrangement-invariant space on T,  the

space  X. consisting of all functions F = / ° r, f £ X, is a rearrangement-invariant

space on   [O, 27z] under the norm

(6.1) ||F||     =||/|| F=/or,/e X.
*o *

As in [6], define the averaging operator P  ,  0 < y < 1, by

(6.2) iPyF)it) = t"y(tosy-lPis)ds,       0</<2z7.

Theorem 6.1.   Let  X be a rearrangement-invariant space on T and suppose

that  0 < y < 1.   Then  A     is a bounded operator on  X  if and only if P     is a

bounded operator on  Xn.

Proof.   Comparing the definitions (5.1), (6.2) of A     and P     we see that the

basic difference is that tan t/2 and t ate interchanged.   However, since

t~    tan t/2 and ¿(tan t/2)~    ate both bounded functions on [0, 77/2], it is clear

that  P     bounded on  X..  implies  A      bounded on  X.

For the converse, we have to take into account the fact that A     is defined

to be zero on  [77/2, 27r] whereas  P     is not.

Now, if 77/2 < t < 277 and F > 0,

ipyF)U) = nfn0ns?-1 Fis)ds + fyjln  c?-l

(6.3)

<const(Ay/)^ + 2 j27TF{s)dSj       F = f O 7.

The integral j2TT Fis)ds converges because  XQ C L  [O, 277] (cf. §2), so (6.3)

shows that  PyF is bounded on  [77/2, 277].   But  L°°[0, 277] C XQ (cf. §2) so this

implies that

(6.4) (Pr%, e ï0,      F £ X0,

where  Xi   ls trie characteristic function of  [77/2, 27z].

On the other hand, if X„  is the characteristic function of  [O, 77/2], we pro-

ceed as in the first half of the proof to find that
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l|(Pr F)X0III0 < «nst ||Ay || ¡/«j  = const ||F||,o < »;

in particular,

(6.5) (PyF)XoeXo>      Felo-

Taking (6.4) and (6.5) together we deduce that  Py: XQ —* 1Q.

It remains only to show that Py  is bounded.   If not then we can find functions

Fn £ X0, tz = 1, 2, ■ • • , with  ||Fjj   < 2"" such that  ||PrFj,0 > ».   But XQ

is complete so  F = X~=1 Fn £ XQ; moreover,  F„ < F implies PyF'   < PyF and

so  ||P.yF|L   > ||P   F  || > tz, 72 = 1, 2, ••• .   Hence  P   F 4 XQ which is a contra-

diction because  F e XQ and Py:  XQ —* XQ.   Therefore,  Py is bounded on XQ

and the proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete.

We refer the reader to [6] for the definition of the Boyd indices  cl, ß.   An

immediate consequence of the definition is that a(X) = a(XQ) and /8(X) = /3(XQ).

Theorem 6.2.   Let J. be a rearrangement-invariant space on T with indices

rf, 7/.   Let et, ß denote the Boyd indices of X.   Then rf = a aTîa" rj = ß.

Proof.   Fix f with 0 < £ < 1  and suppose  y satisfies  0 < y < 1.   By

Theorem 5.6,  y > f if and only if A     is bounded on X.   But by Theorem 6.1,

this is equivalent to the boundedness of P     on X. which in turn occurs if and

only if y > a  [6, p. 1253].   This shows that if ¿f < 1, then <f = a.

Now a similar argument shows that if <x < 1,  then a = £.   It follows that

0 < a < 1  if and only if 0 < <f < 1  (and in this case  a. = <f).   But this surely

implies that cl = 1  if and only if ç= 1.   Hence, whatever the values of £ and <x

we have always  f = ct.

Applying this result to the associate space  X '   we find f = a. '   and hence,

by (4.17) and [6, Lemma 5],  r¡ = 1 - i'  = 1 - a '  = ß.

Theorem 6.2 and [6, Theorem l] can now be combined to produce the following

interpolation theorem (a special case was established in [l] using different

methods).

Theorem 6.3.   Let  J.  be a rearrangement-invariant space on  T with indices

<f, rj.   Then every linear operator of weak types (p, p) and (q, q) is a bounded

operator on X  if and only if p~ l > cf and q~l < 77.
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